W hat are these methods, why are they jointly recognized? The key endeavour in the last century of quantum physics has been the exploration of the coupling between matter and electromagnetic radiation. For a long time, the available experimental techniques were limited to a large number of atoms and a very large number of photons. It was only in thought experiments that one envisioned the manipulation of well-controlled individual quantum systems, dreamed of experimenting with a single atom or a single photon.
For instance, Einstein and Bohr once imagined weighing a photon trapped forever in a box, covered by perfect mirrors. These gedankenexperiments and their "ridiculous consequences", as Schrödinger once stated, played a considerable role in the genesis of quantum physics interpretation. The technical progress made these experiments possible. One can now realize some of the founding fathers' thought experiments. D. Wineland's ion traps and S. Haroche's Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (CQED) have pioneered this domain, which is now thriving worldwide. 
